PRIVATE HOUSE, HUMBERSIDE
ARP LIMITED

This architect-designed home in Humberside, has a polished, modern finish featuring
aluminium wall copings, flashings, gutter, downpipes, and soffits from ARP which tie the
exterior design together in a harmonised whole.

The house, on West Ella Road in Hull, is a large-scale renovation featuring a modern, sleek
design-style makeover incorporating feature windows to bathe the property in light, and a
huge rooftop terrace with a glass balcony to give the house the ‘wow’ factor.

Built by Gullaksen Developments, the property features ARP aluminium copings and
flashings on the upstairs balcony, Legion box gutters and stylish square Colonnade
downpipes, plus bespoke designed and manufactured Trueline aluminium fascia, and soffits.

All the aluminium elements were powder coated by ARP on its in-house paint line in
RAL7016 anthracite grey, chosen out of the ARP 200+ range of colours.

Legion is a modern, box-shaped profile that works well on contemporary structures. ARP
manufactures the system from high strength aluminium sheet at its UK plant in the East
Midlands. Available in a standard joggle joint profile, ARP can also make bespoke Legion profiles
as applicable. It is lightweight and easy to install and can last in excess of 40 years with minimal
maintenance. Perfect for bespoke and special projects, ARP Legion can be provided in radiused
bends and with special fittings.

ARP Colonnade cast collared downpipes continue the sharp modern aesthetic of the
property’s exterior. As well as the square version used here, Colonnade downpipes are also
available in various dimensions in circular, rectangular and security styles. All are lightweight
and easy to fit and will retain their appearance and colour for years to come.

Aluminium copings from the ARP Trueline system are a popular choice for modern housing
design, providing long-lasting, elegant protection to match other building elements. It can be
supplied in any RAL colour, powder-coated at ARP’s own Leicestershire facility to match or
contrast with windows, doors, brickwork, render, corporate colours – the only restriction is
imagination.

www.arp-ltd.com
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